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Abstract
Augmented and virtual reality devices are being actively investigated and implemented for a wide range of medical uses. However, significant gaps in the evaluation of these medical devices and applications hinder their regulatory evaluation. Addressing these gaps is critical to demonstrating the devices’ safety and effectiveness. We outline the key technical and clinical evaluation challenges discussed during the US Food and Drug Administration’s public workshop, “Medical Extended Reality: Toward Best Evaluation Practices for Virtual and Augmented Reality in Medicine” and future directions for evaluation method development. Evaluation challenges were categorized into several key technical and clinical areas. Finally, we highlight current efforts in the standards communities and illustrate connections between the evaluation challenges and the intended uses of the medical extended reality (MXR) devices. Participants concluded that additional research is needed to assess the safety and effectiveness of MXR devices across the use cases.
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Background
Medical extended reality (MXR) describes a spectrum of technologies that display virtual objects in the real environment (augmented reality, AR) or present a fully virtual world (virtual reality, VR) for medical applications, often using a head-mounted display (HMD). Interventional procedures and surgery applications are being developed to display virtual medical images and patient-specific anatomical models that can be manipulated and annotated for preoperative planning and registered to the patient for intraoperative navigation [1–3]. HMDs also may be used to capture and...
share images and video from the surgeon’s perspective for educational use, documentation, or to facilitate real-time guidance and collaboration with a remote surgeon [4]. In addition, novel clinical applications provide engaging environments and training for pain management [5, 6] and psychotherapy [7], and the gamification of physical therapy can be employed to increase patient compliance [8].

Despite recent advances, MXR devices and applications continue to face persistent technological and usability limitations and a lack of standardized evaluation methodologies. Adoption of MXR devices and their integration into the medical workflow require development of evaluation methodologies that quantify the current limitations to ensure safety and effectiveness. Here, we outline the key evaluation challenges discussed during the US Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) public workshop entitled, “Medical Extended Reality: Toward Best Evaluation Practices for Virtual and Augmented Reality in Medicine,” which took place on March 5, 2020. Finally, we provide examples of evaluation challenges for particular use cases and discuss future directions to address current gaps.

Methods

The purpose of the workshop was to discuss evaluation techniques for hardware and software, and to identify the critical evaluation gaps that impede the development of safe and effective MXR uses. It was organized into technical and clinical sections with open panel discussions. These sections featured such experts as device manufacturers, academics, medical professionals, medical device companies, and government scientists. Following the workshop, the publicly available recorders were reviewed and the key evaluation challenges were identified. The organizers, moderators, and panelist wrote and reviewed multiple drafts of the consensus statement until a consensus was reached. The key evaluation challenge categories and example use cases discussed during the workshop are summarized in this article.

Challenges

A MXR system acts as the interface between the human user and the physical and digital worlds. The three-dimensional physical world surrounding the user, visually perceived in real time, can be modeled as a visible light field. The digital world contains information for the user, such as medical data or images acquired from other medical devices; including real, physical world data from these devices, such as external sensors for patient and medical tool tracking.

Digital data can be dynamically retrieved via wired or wireless networks, or pre-loaded onto the MXR system. The MXR system interacts with the user in various domains from input and output streams. In the output direction from the MXR system to the user, the MXR system delivers optical signals through the display, audio signals through the headset speakers, and mechanical signals through haptic devices. The MXR system also employs various sensors for detecting user input, such as handheld controllers, gesture sensors, microphones, gaze trackers, body movement trackers, or brain wave electroencephalographic sensors. In addition, MXR systems pose challenges related to user comfort, including weight, pressure, and heating caused by the head-mounted device. As illustrated in Fig. 1, interconnection between the data, optics, electronics, and mechanics is critical for creating the desired interface between the user and the physical world. These connections provide the conceptual framework for understanding the interlinked technical and clinical evaluation challenges. In the following subsections, we discuss the key evaluation challenges associated with each component.

Technical Evaluation

In order to realize the roles of extended reality (XR) medical devices in revolutionizing healthcare, key performance issues need to be addressed. As with any new healthcare technology, innovations in engineering raise new evaluation questions for determining potential improvements in performance or workflow. In the case of XR, engineering and evaluation challenges continue to evolve, as they require consideration regarding device performance and user integration. The first two workshop sessions introduced performance issues, presented current efforts to address these issues, and discussed evaluation challenges for current and future solutions. The key technical evaluation challenges can be categorized in aspects related to image quality and usability. The technical challenges related to these categories are summarized in Table 1.

Image Quality

Evaluation of image quality is particularly challenging for MXR devices due to their diversity and constantly evolving technological characteristics. Image quality encompasses a large set of parameters; including luminance, contrast, temporal and spatial resolution, field of view, dynamic range, frame rate, refresh rate, latency, transmission, and optical aberrations [3, 9–12]. Each aspect of image quality presents unique considerations, and the most suitable testing methodology frequently depends on the specific hardware technology [13]. The evaluation also should consider the varying image quality across a wide field of view [9]. Evaluation challenges are more pronounced in AR due to the ambient lighting, which impacts contrast and color perception. The
risks associated with these challenges can be mitigated in some cases by using MXR devices as adjuncts to, instead of as replacements for, standards of care [1].

Figure 2 illustrates examples of the impact of the HMD on image quality. The initial image sent to the HMD and the resulting image on a VR HMD are shown in Fig. 2a, b, respectively. The image on the VR HMD shows a significant decrease in spatial resolution and contrast compared to the input image. The decrease in image quality become more significant for an interpupillary distance (IPD) that is different than the designed IPD, as shown Fig. 2c, which illustrates both the challenges in image quality and the importance of the usability of the device. Finally, Fig. 2d shows the impact of ambient lighting on image quality for AR HMD. Figure 2e–h shows the region in the red square magnified to more clearly illustrate the changes in image quality in the different conditions.

Beyond the optical and display technology challenges, images viewed within AR and VR environments are subject to temporal errors, [14, 15] as they require real-time updates to account for user and object movement in the environment. Thus, image quality also depends on the status of added
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**Fig. 1** The medical extended reality technology landscape encompasses a wide range of components and connectivity paths between the user, the device hardware and the use environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial Image Quality</th>
<th>Temporal Image Quality</th>
<th>Usability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spatial resolution (lateral/depth)</td>
<td>Image latency</td>
<td>Device user interface design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminance/Contrast</td>
<td>Motion-to-photon latency</td>
<td>Visual comfort (VAC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color performance</td>
<td>User/object movement</td>
<td>Physical ergonomics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image uniformity across FOV</td>
<td>Latency compensation</td>
<td>Depth perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical aberrations</td>
<td>Image registration accuracy</td>
<td>Scale/location of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital image integrity</td>
<td>Sensor/Tracking accuracy</td>
<td>Impact of physical environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rendering artifacts</td>
<td>Rendering artifacts</td>
<td>Cybersickness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2  a. Input image b. Image on VR HMD c. Image with incorrect IPD d. Image on AR HMD with ambient light. e–h. Magnified images of the red box in a–d.
systems, such as inertial sensors, user input data, tracking sensor technology, and image registration. For example, registration and superimposition of medical images onto a patient’s anatomy rely on tracking and sensors, as the HMD user and the patient move. Although various motion prediction techniques are utilized for latency compensation, these temporal considerations have performance implications, particularly in image-guided interventional procedures, and currently lack standards.

In addition to image quality considerations from the hardware components, the software and rendering pipeline also introduce unique challenges for MXR devices. MXR devices often utilize commercial game engines for visualization and rendering. The formatting, bit-depth, voxelization, grayscale, and color properties of the input medical images can be impacted by the rendering process due to the use of shaders, material properties, and graphical performance optimization. This is particularly true for diagnostics and surgery planning using radiographic images that generally utilize the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) Grayscale Standard Display Function. The impact of these rendering engines on medical image quality is largely unexplored [16], lacking both standards and evaluation methods. Besides the rendering pipeline, formatting of the saved data including biometrics also presents a challenge from both a data standardization perspective and a data security perspective [17].

Image quality and visual ergonomics have been central to the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards groups on near-eye displays. The IEC has established terminology, measurement geometry, and optical measurement methods to ensure accurate and repeatable results. Current efforts are focused on methodologies for monocular measurements, including contrast, resolution, transmittance, and geometrical distortion [18–20]. The ISO standards have emphasized visual ergonomics, such as visual fatigue or discomfort caused by interocular performance differences [21, 22]. Current ISO standards have gaps around evaluation methods for binocular performance, latency, comprehensive visual guidelines, and new HMD technologies. Similarly, MXR standards have not described the processing of medical images and DICOM data to create 3D render-ready virtual objects. Some MXR applications could benefit from optical and perceptual testing standards, conceptually similar to test procedures developed by the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) for medical displays. Standards development for MXR is particularly important because developers frequently use off-the-shelf hardware without having full control over that hardware, which can introduce unintended variability in image quality and ergonomics.

**Usability and Human Factors**

Usability of MXR devices requires that their designs consider the user’s human visual system (HVS) limits of importance for applications for medical professionals and patients. However, designing an HMD that matches the limitations of the HVS presents significant engineering challenges in resolution, field of view, latency, and accurate focal cues. Establishing a quantitative metric for the impact of these parameters on usability is challenging. One example is depth perception and the vergence-accommodation conflict (VAC) caused by the virtual image being at a static distance from the user, while stereoscopic displays give the perception of the object at various depths [11, 12, 24]. The distance of the virtual plane from the user should suit the working distance of the intended application. Most current HMD designs place the virtual image plane at approximately 2 m, which is farther than the working distance for AR tasks within arm’s reach, such as AR-guided surgery with medical images registered to the patient. This mismatch between the virtual and physical objects raises effectiveness questions and evaluation challenges [25, 26]. Optically addressing VAC is an area of research interest [11, 24, 27].

The task and physical environments also impact the usability of MXR devices by adding additional evaluation considerations. For example, a VR device for immersive therapeutics raises different evaluation considerations for usability. Similarly, surgical tasks in interventional suites and operating rooms with bright ambient illumination present unique challenges for the visibility and spatial mapping of AR images, including the visibility of the patient’s anatomy and the virtual medical image overlaid on the patient. In addition to visibility, the perceived accuracy of an image overlaid on a patient also raises usability questions [28]. Different surgical tasks have varying requirements for AR image accuracy, which can influence device design.

Training in the use of MXR devices is another important consideration for the broader community. Providing adequate instruction on the use of a medical device is important, regardless of the level of risk to the user. For those MXR applications associated with higher risks to patient safety (e.g., surgery or interventional procedures), training becomes a key component of the device-user interface for risk mitigation. The appropriate length, frequency, content, and format of training for these emerging applications have yet to be established. To reduce use-related adverse events, additional research into the best training approaches for specific applications should be explored.
From a regulatory perspective, the incorporation of human factors principles throughout device design and development is important in order to comply with 21 CFR 820.30 design control regulations [29]. Human factors considerations also should be informed by the application. MXR devices using fully immersive virtual environments or superimposed virtual objects in real-world environments can lead to visual fatigue, motion sickness, ergonomics concerns, or cognitive overload [30]. Methods by which users control certain features of the MXR devices (e.g., gaze, voice, and gesture) also can influence the user’s experience. The combination of an HMD with voice, gaze, and gesture controls can enable medical professionals to keep their attention and hands on the patient during procedures rather than shifting focus away from the patient to see a monitor or press a button. Understanding the impact of the technology on the end user is an integral step in identifying use-related risks associated with specific applications of these emerging technologies. Standards for human factors assessment, specifically in XR settings involving cybersickness, are in development by ISO, IEC, and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).

**User and Environment Tracking**

Another critical technical performance aspect is the tracking of the user and the environment, including surgical tools, the HMD, and the patient. The accuracy, latency, and smoothness of the tracking impact task performance and affect the accurate rendering of medical images from the user’s perspective to real-time tool visualization in interventional and surgical procedures. Calibration sequences also are necessary to ensure the tools, and HMD is integrated into the use environment and are maintaining the desired performance [31–33]. The accuracy of the tracking also can be impacted by signal interruption, which can lead to systematic offsets in the position of tools. Finally, HMD devices often incorporate tracking systems and are being explored as alternatives to the standard-of-care stereotaxic systems. However, the accuracy of off-the-shelf systems raises performance questions for sensitive procedures.

**Clinical Evaluation**

**Trial Endpoints**

Clinical trial endpoints also present unique challenges for MXR devices. Given their wide range of intended uses, the primary and secondary endpoints used to support effectiveness claims and safety in premarket applications need to be clearly defined for each solution. For example, many AR devices are being investigated in the context of interventional and surgical applications to guide procedures [1], facilitate the visualization of patient anatomy [34], or to register and overlay medical images on the patient [28]. In other instances, XR devices are used as immersive therapy for patients across a range of conditions. The evaluation of these applications requires identifying the outcome measures most appropriate for determining if the MXR device, in conjunction with other medical devices, improves surgeon performance and/or patient outcomes. There are two main types of endpoints commonly used to support regulatory review: patient/clinician-reported outcomes and performance-based outcomes. Due to the broad application space for XR technologies, development of device-specific recommendations identifying potential clinical endpoints to support safety and effectiveness could help lower barriers to the implementation of novel MXR devices. This effort would benefit from collaboration among regulatory, research, and clinical communities.

**Trial Controls**

The development of methodologies for clinical trials using MXR devices poses unique challenges for trial design [35, 36]. To understand the clinical utility of MXR, comparative studies generally are needed to establish the incremental benefits and costs. For comparative studies intending to isolate the impact of MXR-based devices during medical procedures or therapies, there are a few options to consider for control conditions, including the best medical therapy, the standard of care, or therapy with a device or procedure that already has been approved for the indication of use and for controlled experimental designs. One controlled experimental approach is a crossover design in which the study participants serve as their own control group [37]. Although there are many considerations for determining the best control condition for a clinical trial, a sham control may be an appropriate option, especially for those device trials with subjective endpoints (e.g., pain). A sham control treatment or procedure is administered to ensure a participant experiences the same incidental effects as those who experience the true procedure or treatment. In these studies, a key treatment element is removed; for example, removing immersion by substituting 2D visualizations for 3D immersive environments. Use of a sham and rigorous blinding reduces potential confounding effects of bias from treatment allocation, treatment adherence, patient/user perceptions, and assessment of subjective outcomes modified by the treatment [37]. In the case of MXR device trials, designing a sham control and identifying the key therapeutic elements present additional challenges, since the interactions of a patient with a VR environment are not fully understood; including influence of the display type, content, and environment on outcomes. Also, the issue of blinding may be difficult to address. As research and development in the use of MXR devices continues, the broader community would
benefit from continued open discussions and research into the best methods for MXR clinical trial designs. Table 2 summarizes the clinical evaluation challenges and examples of some of the remaining clinical questions for implementing MXR devices.

Findings

The significance of these evaluation challenges heavily depends on the use case for a device. Table 3 shows examples of MXR Devices with FDA marketing authorization, which illustrates both the diversity in medical applications and the growing need to address key evaluation challenges. The classification product codes in Table 3 are used for classifying and tracking medical devices within CDRH. For example, the pertinent evaluation questions and performance requirements for a therapeutic application and a diagnostic task may differ, even if the applications use exactly the same hardware. In this section, we provide several examples illustrating the connection between the task, the indications for use, and the relevant evaluation challenges.

Image-guided Interventional and Surgical Applications

An important application space with significant evaluation challenges discussed at the public workshop was the use of AR devices in interventional procedures and surgery. The use cases for AR in the interventional procedures and surgery range from medical image visualization using a heads-up display with pertinent patient information such as vitals, to 3D visually guided interventional procedures, and the possibility of providing telementoring. Even with similarities in the environment and the AR hardware, evaluation challenges differ depending on a device’s intended use. For example, the safety and effectiveness concerns differ when a surgeon steps away from the patient to review preoperative medical images, versus when the surgeon is actively relying on AR during the procedure (real-time guidance). Additionally, the importance of image quality is relevant across AR interventional procedures and surgical applications, but the specifics of the indications for use determine the required image quality, as well as whether qualitative visual tests, quantitative bench
tests, and/or clinical testing are necessary. Evaluation challenges for AR devices include visual and bench testing methods, resolution and contrast for 3D images, and performance thresholds for surgical tasks. In some cases, the safety risks of these new technologies can be mitigated by using the AR HMD as an adjunct display while maintaining the standard of care. MXR devices are also being explored as a mechanism to introduce image-guidance into procedures that are currently conducted bedside or in emergencies without medical images, such as catheter placement in external ventricular drainage procedures and have shown accuracy improvements in the catheter placement compared to the standard of care [33, 38, 39]. The addition of image-guidance into these bedside procedures also raises new questions regarding the required image quality, tracking, usability, and integration into the clinical workflow. AR-guided applications have additional evaluation challenges due to real-time tool tracking, frequently accomplished by combining an AR device with stereotaxis. AR combined with tool tracking raises additional evaluation challenges, such as measuring latency and the impact of latency on performance, spatial tool tracking accuracy, 3D registration accuracy of the tool relative to the patient and/or medical images, 3D registration accuracy of virtual models to patients, the stability of the registered images as the surgeon moves relative to the patient, and the impact of VAC on surgeon performance and depth perception. It is essential that the evaluation method matches the intended use to ensure the safety and effectiveness of the device for the application. The evaluation also should be minimally burdensome, in order to avoid creating unnecessary barriers to the adoption of safe and effective technologies.

Clinical and Therapeutic Applications

MXR systems are being studied for their utility in addressing clinical indications in the field of behavioral medicine, including autism, post-traumatic stress, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, substance abuse, depression, and other therapeutic applications [40–42]. One area of focus during the public workshop was VR for the management of pain. This emerging technology is a promising alternative or adjunct to opioids, and developments in this space have been supported by such government-sponsored programs as the Helping to End Addiction Long-Term (HEAL) initiative from the National Institute on Drug Abuse and the National Institutes of Health. Discussions in this area can readily guide current and future regulatory processes and the quality of evidence presented as part of device submissions.

The use of therapeutic VR presents challenges and considerations for clinical trial design and indications for use. One challenge is the development of a sham that provides patient blinding and isolates a therapeutic effect [43, 44], given the significant differences in the user interface compared to the standard of care. Recently developed studies are targeting engagement as the therapeutic element and comparing a minimally engaging 2D HMD-based sham to an immersive 3D HMD-based treatment [45–47]. Alternatively, studies have used a control condition such as the standard of care or a 2D monitor-based treatment [6]. The choice of a sham or control has implications for demonstrating effectiveness based on outcome measures. Additional considerations for condition-specific patient-reported outcomes include quality of life and function.

Another challenge is the choice of indications for use and the selection of outcome measures to support related claims. Regarding outcome measures, selection of appropriate metrics and elimination of confounding factors is challenging due to the multifactorial nature of pain. It also is common to assess function and quality of life in addition to perceived pain, but potential outcome measures can be difficult to interpret, or may not have been validated for the specific disease or population. Physiological signals and biomarkers for pain have similar limitations. Last, potentially important outcome measures may not have established criteria for meaningful change. For example, while the primary outcome of VR treatment is pain reduction, reduced opioid use is an attractive additional outcome for which clinically significant reduction has not yet been defined. Future work must address these challenges and explore other variables, such as frequency and duration of treatment, duration of therapeutic effects, types of VR content, user preferences and engagement, and efficacy across pain disorders.

Call to Action

The consensus from the public workshop is that significant evaluation challenges for MXR devices persist across use cases. These can be categorized into a variety of technical and clinical challenges, which were summarized in this consensus article. To address these evaluation gaps, additional research is needed to characterize the performance of these devices from technical and medical performance perspectives. The relevant evaluation challenges and the specific assessment gaps primarily are determined by the intended use of a device. Therefore, development of suitable evaluation methods necessitates expertise across the MXR landscape in a precompetitive space to address the needs of the larger community. A number of potential avenues currently being explored would create the needed platforms for collaboration, including proposals to further the research establishing partnerships among industry, academia, and regulators. One current community effort to address these gaps and develop a framework for the addressing the evaluation gaps and challenges for MXR devices through the Medical
Device Innovation Consortium (MDIC). Sustained community collaboration in a precompetitive space is necessary for the continued development of safe and effective MXR devices across medical applications.
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